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Mid-east policy expected
WASHINGTON (AP)- President
Nixon met with he National Security Council yesterday and the
White House said "some decisions" will be made on Middle
East policy, with a response to
French proposals for a four-power
meeting on the Middle East expected to be sent off this week.
There were no Indications on just
what decisions Nixon will make.
Presidential press secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler told reporters
Tuesday "they'll become apparent" In a short time.
Meanwhile Ziegler announced
that President Nixon talked by
phone from the White House for
15 minutes Monday night to former President Lyndon B. Johnson at his Texas ranch to fill
him in on the latest foreign policy developments.
Ziegler said Nixon has made
arrangements
to provide both
Johnson
and former President
Dwight D. Eisenhower with weekly
briefings on foreign policy developments.
The President also nominated
Ambassador Martin J. Hillenbrand, 53-year-old career foreign service officer, a native of
Youngstown, Ohio, to be assistant secretary of state for European affairs.
Hillenbrand has been serving
as ambassador to Hungary since
1967 and will replace Holm Leddy
in the new post.
In another action today, Nixon

awarded his first Presidential Unit
Citation, to the Army's 716th Military Police Battalion and attached
units for extraordinary heroism In

the defense of Saigon during the
Tet offensive between Jan. 31 and
Feb. 10, 1968 in Vietnam.
The citation said some 300 mem-

By BRIAN STEFFENS
Staff Writer
Rowan and Martin's Laugh-In,
Black Culture Week, and the Bowling Green-Virginia Tech basketCASE representatives will be discussing fee problems at the following times and places:
WEDNESDAY
6 p.m. Founder's Quadrangle and
8 p.m. Anderson Hall.
THURSDAY
4 p.m. ZBT Open Forum In front
of University Hall. In case of bad
weather, It will be held in the forum of the Student Services Bldg.
NEXT WEEK
Sorority houses, McDonald North
and East, Prout, Kohl, Conklln,
Krelscher A and B, and Harshman
B, C, and D.

By JANE BUSDEKER
Staff Writer
Twenty-one Brazilian students
and their faculty adviser, Pro-
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fessor Hllmar Fugmann, will arrive at Bowling Green at noon
today for a three-day visit.
The visit is a part of the "Partners of the Alliance Program" between the United States and South
Lincoln Day dinner
America. The students will stay
In homes of area residents.
They will also have lunch at the
to feature Agnew if
United
Christian
Fellowship,
Vice President Spiro T. Ag-1 attend a reception at the International Center, see the campus,
new will be the guest speaker :'■;.'■
at the Lincoln Day Banquet % tour the Cadillac Assembly Plant
Saturday, Feb. 15 at 12:30 p.m. :|:': and General Motors Styling Center and Test Center in Detroit, and
In the Grand Ballroom.
be guests at a Rotary Club dinner
The largest Republican ac-:>: in the University Union.
tivity in northwestern Ohio is ft!
The "Partners of the Alliance
open to the public. Tickets are 8 Program" was begun six years ago
$3 per plate on a first-come s to develop partnerships between
basis. They may be purchased •:•: states in the U.S.A. and states in
by contacting A. L. Sloan, 353- £ South America, said Dr. Joseph
0841; Mrs. Jeannette Fries, | A. Nordstron, director of the man353-8871; or Ralph G. Brande- x agement center and associate proberry, 352-2321.
fessor of management.
Presently, there are 36 such

ball game preempted a talk on the
State Board of Regents' proposed
fee Increase Monday night In Darrow Hall.
Robert Mlchalskl, director of
student political research for the
Coalition for Action to Save Education (CASE), was to have spoken on the proposed fee Increases
and what students can do to prevent them. Posters on the bulletin
boards and three public address
announcements throughout the residence hall netted three students;
a News reporter, a student council
representative, and Mlchalskl.
Mlchalskl attributed the lack of
interest to the conflict presented by
other popularly scheduled events of
Monday nights and to the general
student apathy prevailing on campus. Taking this into account, the
talk has been rescheduled for next
Monday night at 9 p.m.
Sunday night CASE representatives spoke before an audience of
50 students in Compton Hall. Ohio
University representatives of CASE
draw crowds of over 100 students
when speaking in dormitories in
Athens.

partnerships, 17 of which are with
Brlzillan states.
There are basically three dimensions to the program, Dr.
Nordstrom explained.
The first Is a medical dimension
under which four tons of medical
supplies and equipment have already been sent to Brazil.
Ten Brazilian businessmen visited Ohio in order to develop commercial relationships under the
business dimension.
Brazilian students visit the United States and American students
visit Brazil in conjunction with the
third dimension of cultural and educational Interchange.
Ohio's partner-state In Brazil
is the state of Parana, which is
the largest coffee-producing state
in the world.
This Is the second year that
Brazilian students will visit the
United States in the "Ohio-Par (Continued on page 4)

"Had 25 people come to hear how
they could save $50 per quarter,
we wouldn't feel that we were wasting our time," said Mlchalskl.
"Some students are not getting
Involved because they feel they cannot win against the Board of Regents, Mlchalskl continued. "Yet,
last week we were granted two major concessions and are organized
on the state level. All we really
need to beat the Board of Regents
Is the support of all the students."
Next week lengthy position papers
wlU be distributed to the FacultySenate, faculty, administrators, and
student leaders In an effort to clarify and analyze the issues for the
University community.
CASE representatives will be appearing in all the housing units In
the next two weeks. Last night they
spoke in Rodgers Quadrangle and
McDonald West.

Revision Committee Is to try to
come up with a code that reflects a "freer, more open atmosphere."
The committee decrlbes the Interim Code as negative, defensive,
and apologetic.
Major reforms advocated by the
committee are in the areas of die
process, the judicial system, suspension and expulsion, off-campus
activity, housing, demonstrations,
speakers, social regulations, the
riot act, moral regulations, and
alcohol.
The revised code would provide for an expanded definition
of due process, with five points
added to the original five points
in the Interim Code.
The additions are:
1. An accused person shall be
given ample time to prepare his

defense.
2. The accused person shall
have the right to be present during an accuser's testimony.
3. The accused person shall
have the right to trial by his
peers.
4. He shall have the right to
a proper charge binder a stated
rule or regulation properly announced.
5. He shall not be placed In
Jeopardy twice for the same offense.
The five points retained from
the Interim Code are the right
to be advised in writing of charges
against him, the right to seek
legal counsel, the right to know
the names of his accusers and the
nature of their evidence, the right
to present his own defense, and
the right to appeal.

Robert MichaUki

Flu vaccine arrives
as epidemic slackens
"Hong Kong" Influenza vaccine shots, capable of accomodatlng
approximately 3,000 students will be distributed this week by the
University Health Center.
The shots will be available today, tomorrow, and Friday from 10
to 11 a.m., and from 2 to 3 p.m. To facilitate orderly handling, students are encouraged to go to the Health Center before 10:45 a.m.
and before 2:45 p.m. The cost of the shot is $1.
The vaccine Is structured primarily to act as a preventive measure
for the flu.
Its drug content builds antibodies which act as a repellant in warding off the sickness. Two or three weeks Is the time
usually neccesary for these antibodies to materialize and do an
effective Job.
The limited supply resulted after the epidemic first hit, with the
vaccines being administered to older people and those with heart
conditions first. Drug companies were cut short of their supply and
further supplies were limited.
Dr. James Olms, director of the Health Center, announced that
hardly any flu cases have been reported to the Center recently.
He added that if a student has already had the flu, there Is still a
possibllty that he can get it again, because the type of flu varies
and It's possible to get both the "A" and "B", or "Hong Kong" type
flu.
This latest shipment of vaccine will be the last the Health Center
will receive for this year.

WBGU-TY to broadcast
part of Black Culture Week
"Black Culture Week" activities
continue tonight with "A Tim} for
Burning," a film to be broadcast at 8 on WBGU-TV, Channel

Student Council to vote on Code reforms
By BRUCE LARRICK
Edltoral Editor
Student council will be asked
to approve a position paper on
the student version of a revised
code of replace the Interim University Code at Thursday night's
meeting.
The new revised code was drawn
up by a committee of five students
and presented to Council at last
week's meeting.
The members of the committee
are Dan Warfleld, freshman in the
College of Liberal Arts; Beth Wolf,
a graduate student; Mary Blitz,
representative to Student Council
from Ashley Hall; Sue Schaefer,
commuter representative to Council; and Kathy Skerl, a senior in
the College of Liberal Arts.
The basic thrust of the position paper presented by the Code

with helping to neutralize the Viet
Cong attack on the U.S. embassy
and the Vietnamese joint general
staff headquarters.

Fee talk postponed

Brazilian students visit campus
as part of international program
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bers of the battalion battled the
Viet Cong In four major areas In
Saigon and In small patrol contacts
and their efforts were credited

The judicial system for enforcing the code would also be revamped under the new code.
The new structure would contain six levels of courts, with
residence hall courts at the lowest
level.
The next level would be comprised of an inter-resldence hall
court, an 1EC court, a Pan Hellenic Council Court, arid a Traffic
Court.
Student Court would comprise
the third level, handling appeals
from the second level. Appeals
from Student Court would go to
the University Appeals Board.
The fifth level would be a University tribunal comprised of the
president of the university or his
representative, a student, and a
faculty member.
(Continued on page 6 )

70. A studio audience of about
40 and a panel will react to the film
after Its showing.
The panel will Include the Rev.
Chuck
i.aPaglia, controversial
Chicago minister, and members of
that city's Blackstone Rangers.
The film explores a community's
struggle with racial tensions. Both
the film and the discussion will be
shown on the grand ballroom's
giant TV screen.
Friday and Saturday movies will
be shown In the residence halls.
"One Potato, Two Potato," "Cry,
the Beloved Country," "A Raisin In the Sun," and "Nothing
But a Man" are scheduled. The
CBS documentary "Black History;
Lost, Stolen, or Strayed" with Bill
Cosby will also be shown..
The Louisville,
Ky., West
Side Players present "In White
America," a historical-incident
play, at 8 p.m. In the Grand ballroom on Saturday, and Delta Sigma Theta will sponsor a dance from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. In the Ice Arena
lounge.
i ne Kev. Channlng Phillips, HvU
(Continued on page 3}
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letters to the editor

editorial
Attend the open forum
e»

An open forum will be held toduy at 4 p.m. in the Lecture Hall
of the Kdumtion Hldg. on a subject that affects every student on
campus—the proposed revision of the Interim University Code.
A Student Council committee has been working all year on this
project, and the position paper it has presented to Council gives
ample proof of this.
Die Interim Code has been revised in almost all areas and has
been condensed from an unwieldly document of more than 50 pages
to a statement of only about 30 pages.
The importance of this document is that it is a student effort
and contains a somewhat different viewpoint from the code presented by the administration.
If the position paper is approved by Student Council, the revised
code will be sent to the administration for consideration as a replacement to the Interim Code, with the new code going into effect
next year.
It is important for Student Council members to know how their
constituents think about the code revision s so they can vote at
the next meeting with some assurance that they have solid student support.
Constructive criticism by constituents is extremely necessary,
because shortcomings in the code should be ironed out before it
is sent to the administration, where it could be discarded because
of minor defects.
This
revised code drawn up by the students is the best opportunity the student body has had this year to control their environment to some extent, and it should be applauded by all students.
It is the first step in a burgeoning student power movement on
campus, being directed by the student government, instead of by
civil disobedience by students on the campus.
Because of this, every student should take the time to be fully
informed on the revised code and what it means to him.

ln c uest of ,he

»

rparllnp Mr
After reading
Mr. MrMlrkens'
McMlckens'
arUcle entitled "The Black Credo"
I must confess that he was right;
I do have negative opinions, but
not based upon misunderstandings
or misinterpretations.
It Is true I do not completely
understand the "grounds" for this
code but that is unnecessary, Just
because you have good reasons
for robbing a bank you should not
be allowed to do so or go unpunished.
But Justifiable retribution Is Inevitable., I fear, If certain points
of the credo are carried to their
logical end.
There Is, of course, no reason
not to have Black.Pride. Just as
there Is no reason not to have
White Pride. But Mr. McMlckens'
concern Is to build a Black nation
within a White one, an Impossibility.
No matter If It Is a "cutural
nation"—cultural nations have a
habit and / or desire to become
physical ones. This
theme Is
often stressed; "Afro-Americans
are a nation", "building a Black
nation".
Where does he propose to build
It?
Black Pride will not destory
racial oppression. If nothing else
It will Increase it because It will
create one unified community that
will not understand the White community, and from misunderstanding comes racial prejudice.

The wooden men
ernment of the United States Inducts thousands of young men to
serve ln the ranks of Its armed
forces, trains them in the art
Well over a hundred years ago and science of killing, and sends
Thoreau wrote an Inflammatory
them to the far ends of the earth
essay condem ling civil disobedto put their teaching Into practice.
ience ln which he asserted that
A large segment of the popthe mass of men serve the state ulation backs the government's
as machines rather than as men; policies, another segment backs
that they had no free exercise it against the wall.
of Judgment; and that "wooden men' •
Many of these object to that war
could do the same Jobs equally on moral grounds, some because
well.
they believe the U.S. to be the
Today, the nation calls on Its aggressor nation ln that struggle,
manpower to fight and kill, to others because they are opposed
sweat and die, lift and tote, and to any war.
generally, to be Just digits on
Still, they are, against their
IBM cards. Meanwhile, complex will and principles, hustled off to
computers have been built to do the army and sent to the battlethe formerly human task of think- zone. Others of these, the coning.
scientious objectors, are subjected
A war wages ln Vietnam—a to mental harassment at home and
bloody, dirty war, as are all wars, compelled to perform nonmllltary
and one which is assailed on many service to support the very war
sides as an unjust war. The gov- they are opposed to.
By DUANE VORHEES
■Student Columnist

■*i
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This system of imposed patriotism does not take lntoconsideration the moralists, the philosophers, the thinkers of the age.
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ifitA.Amari^nnc (It
(It is
lc interesttntarast.
Afro-Americans
ing to note that they do not call
themselves Just "Americans" or
"Black Americans" but insist upon
the African prefix.) must work with
Euro-Americans to create a unified nation to end racial strife,
not hide themselves ln some corner
and pretend Whites and prejudice
do not exist.
It is also Interesting that Mr.
McMlckens considers Afro-Americans akin to Asians, Africans,
and Latin American ln their struggle against oppression, but not
with other Americans.
There
are Jews, Catholics, Irish, and
Japanese who are poor, live ln
ghettoes, and face prejudice.
But Mr. McMlckens Is not concerned with this nation, only with
his skin color.
He does not see
that to create societies "based
on self-determination and cooperation' ' Black Americans must work
not only with Asians, Africans,
and Latin Americans but also with
German-Americans, French-Americans, Japanese-Americans, and
Russian-Americans.
Black culture IS Important and
Aftro-Amerlcans should feel Justified ln fearing the loss of their
heritage to the encroaching Whites.
It Is necessary that Black culture
be developed, not only for the benefit of Black men but of White men
as well.
But Mr. McMlckens must realize
America is a nation of lmmlgrats
(albeit some unwilling) and her
culture has been shaped by the
peoples who came here. The Germans, French, Russians, and Italians have all done their share,
now It Is the Afro-American's turn.
What we must do is create not
Black America within a White
America, but a Gray America.
Patrick Welch
145 S. Enterprise

Burnt republic
Recipe for Burnt Republic
Steps:
1. Take several fresh, radical
Ideas on government. Set them
aside to dry until such a time
as they appear slightly warped,
(approx. 150 yrs.)
2. In a small silver bowl, stir
some pure white citizens. As
the mixture becomes smooth,
you may add whites of lesser

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

quality.
In a separate container, pour
ln a quantity of inexpensive
blacks. Allow to simmer for
200 yrs., then blend with the
whites. (If you can)
If you have not already done
so, add to each Ingredient a
generous amount of fear, (when
the various fears are cooked
together the aroma Is Indescribable.)
Beat out all lumps, then cover
the mixture with a thin layer
of religion.
Pop In the oven with the temp,
set at broil.
Most important! Baste every
twenty years or so with war.
This will preserve the succulent, natural Juices of the
dish.
Cook for a long time, until
the mixture appears gray and
powdery. The meal may taste
somewhat bitter at first, but if
you sprinkle it with patriotism
you'll never notice. Besides,
if it tastes bad It must be
good for you.
Dave Adams
202 Ordway Aye.

Fourth atrocity
I would like to direct the following information to Mr. Kenneth D. Tomklnson, ln reference
to his letter on "War's evil dims
Americas lustre."
I would like to add, to his socalled three major atrocities, a
fourth which Is equally major, the
act of genocide committed by the
Turkish government ln 1915 against
3.5 million Armenians, two million of which died. I do not consider the role of America ln Vletname the fourth "atrocity."
In World War n, the Americans
Indirectly aided the Jews, ln 1865,
President Lincoln freed the slaves
and stopped slavery in the United
States.
If this great America had helped
those Armenians ln 1915 there
would still be a free Armenia now.
The Americans didn't and now look
where Armenia is. It's a Communist satellite and It's Communist Influenced and will more than
likely stay that way.
If vou are so worried about
what is happening to Vietnam, you
would back America, instead of
saying she Is forever losing her
lustre. If anything, she is regaining It
Jason Hoffman
157 Rodgers

For these men too are commanded to help wage war aealnst
a
far-off and unknown race,
perhaps not always with bombs and
bayonets, but with their labor and
sweat. No account is taken of
their moral feelings or their intellectual reservations.
The command Thou Shalt kill
Is given and they are expected—
no, compelled—to blindly obey.
They are not considered as free
men endowed with free thoughts
and free Ideas and freedom of
action but as computerized decimal—make that d i s m a 1-flgures
who must "do their share" to
protect their country.
Even ln peacetime the masses
of humanity have lost their Identities. They are assigned numbers
By DENNIS MCMICKENS
Student Columnist
for a variety of purposes. Social
security numbers. Payroll numThe achievements of the Black race are usually never heard of
bers. Draft numbers. Numbers until Black Culture Week, the new name for Negro History Week.
are replacing the human name,
It is during this week that Blacks are faced with the futile chore
the human Identity.
of presenting their lost heritage and culture to the White public.
Man Is tattooed at birth, "Do
Since the roots of Black heritage and culture are embedded deeply
not fold, spindle, or mutilate."
in Africa and Its culture, it would be an accomplishment within Itself
The young people are conformto present and explain all the great achievements of the Black race,
ing, getting lost ln the crowd.
from the beginning of man to the present, over a span of seven days.
Perhaps they are not conformHowever, many Whites feel that the achievement of the Black race
ing to the adult world, to the
are relatively few ln comparison to those of the White race. And
Establishment, but they are conthat a week Is ample time enough to present the minor' accomplishstantly conforming to their own
ments of the Black race.
generation.
No youth wants to
The truth Is that these accomplishments are so few. that there are
be considered "different." Few relatively few fields that Blacks have not contributed to). There were
follow the dictates of his conthe Great African Civilizations that thrived long before Europeans
science rather than of the crowd.
came, Black leaders of the American Slave Revolts, Black Inventors
and their inventions, famous Black Politicians, Doctors, Lawyers,
All of this seems to be a conPoets, Authors, Scientists, Playwrights, Songwriters, Musicans, Bustinuation of what Thoreau deinessmen, Historians, Sociologists, Atheletes, Actors, Painters, Solscribed a long Ume ago, when he
heralded the coming of the man diers, etc., who have all contributed to the growth of White America.
It Is to my understanding, quite Impossible to cover all the imwho leaves the thinking to machines
while he performs the physical portant aspects of Black Culture in a week. Especially when Whites
are 400 years behind ln trying to understand Black people, their
tasks.
culture, and their heritage.
Men are becoming contented with
Although many Whites will express Interest ln the Black experience
the way things stand, are building during this week, their Interest will soon die after the week passes.
no new foundations for the strucDue to this type of token White Interest, Black Culture Week needs
ture of
tomorrow.
Perhaps to be 365 days or 52 weeks a year. Since Whites are exposed to Blacks
Thoreau's "wooden men" can do
daily, they also need to be exposed to Black heritage and culture on
the same things as men of flesh.
the same basis. After'all, 400 years of White misunderstanding is
Perhaps men are themselves
quite a gap to bridge . So try starting today, you may speed the process
becoming wooden men.
along.

A Black Voice

Black culture week
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France visit definite
from the Associated Press

Communist defector in US
WASHINGTON - A high-ranking Chinese Communist diplomat, Llao
Ho-Chu, who defected In the Netherlands 10 days ago, arrived In the
United States yesterday, the State Department announced.
He has requested asylum In the United States and "his request Is under
consideration," a spokesman said.

Planes resume aid to Biafra
SAO TOME - Dodging Nigerian bombers and antiaircraft fire, a continuous string of relief plans forms a400-mlle lifeline to beleaguered Biafra from this Portuguese-owned island off West Africa.
Most of the pilots are Americans. The planes are either chartered
from European airlines or belong to church groups, bought for nominal
sums from the United States. Washington Is financing about 50 per cent
of the airlift, which provides food and medical supplies for Biafra's one
million civilians.

Mansfield urges Soviet talks
WASHINGTON - Sen. Mike Mansfield (D- Mont.) urged the Nixon administration yesterday to Inaugurate ambassadorial level talks that could lead
to a summit meeting with the Soviets.
Mansfield, the Senate Democratic leader, said he hopes discussions at
lower levels with the Russians could bring some agreemente toward
easing East-West tensions that could be ratified at a later summit conference.

Prison guards resume work
COLUMBUS - Dissident guards at Ohio Penitentiary who failed to report for work In a pay dispute agreed yesterday to return to their jobs
on the shift beginning at 6 p.m. last night.
Those guards scheduled for the day shift will return to work today.
Meanwhile the penitentiary activities were normal and a National Guard
unit which had been alerted for possible duty was dismissed by Adjt. Gen.
S. T. Del Corse.

Agents seize phony money
COLUMBUS - One of the largest seizures of counterfeit bills In
history, more than $1.5 million, was reported by Secret Service agents
here yesterday. Two men are under arrest.
A special agent said it ranked only below the bad blUs seized
In New York City In 1967. The agent said that counterfeit bills appeared In Columbus in January of 1968. Others were passed in Port
Huron and Detroit, Mich., and California cities.

Demonstrators crowd UN
NEW YORK - About 10,000 demonstrators milled about the Iraqi
Mission to the United Nations Monday in a second day of protest
against the hanging of 14 men, including nine Jews, as spies for Israel.
Ten persons were arrested.
Most of the trouble occurred when an attempt was made to break
through police barricades. One youth was arrested when he attempted
to hang an effigy in a tree across from the mission on East 79th
Street.

PARIS (AP) - A secret exchange
of letters between President Nixon
and Charles de Gaulle form the
background and basis for the visit
Nixon will pay to the French captlal In the next few weeks, it
was learned yesterday.
French officials, who are planning In terms of a Nixon trip
the first part of March, were hopeful that a meeting between the two
presidents would represent a major turning point in the troubled
relations between Paris and Washington.
The letters, described as " very
warm" by diplomats who have seen
them, were exchanged last month,
before Nixon's Inauguration, on
Nixon's initiative.
Authoritative sources said the
U.S. leader wrote to President
de Gaulle Jan. 11 declaring he was

looking forward to "talking directly" to De Gaulle about problems facing the Western community.
Nixon, the sources added, promised "to take into account France's
advice" on the resolution of these
problems.
De Gaulle, In his reply Jan.
17. recalled the long history of
friendship between France and the
United States and the good personal relations he had formed In the
past with the American leader.
De Gaulle said he would "be
happy to discuss any questions
you want," the Informants reported.
They said no specific topics of
discussion were mentioned In either note and pointed out that It
would have been unusual to do
so.

Universities sketch
co-op grad program
By LEE HIERHOLZER
Staff Writer
An ad hoc committee on cooperative graduate programs has
been Initiated by Bowling Green,
the University of Toledo, and die
Ohio Medical College at Toledo.
The committee's purpose Is to
generate non-competitive,
Cooperative graduate programs between the three Institutions. This
purpose will be geared toward the
medically-allied Interests of the
three universities. The departments that are of direct concern in
this co-operative endeavor are the
biological sciences, along with
speech pathology, sociology and
psychology.
Among the proposals suggested
by the committee are such things
as a regional computer center
that would be constructed to augment all three institutions, an
"adjunct professor" program that
would enable professors who are
specialized In certainflelds to lecture at any of the three universities. The "adjunct professor"
program would also allow the professor to serve on the advisory
committee of graduate studies at
any of the universities.

(animal classification by means
of blood chemistry), and an immuno-biologist (one who deals with
Immune processes of the blood
system).
Besides having written over 100
scientific articles, Dr. Leone has
also' written two books, entitled,
"Ionizing Radiations and Immune
Processes" and "Taxonomlc Biochemistry and Serology."

Oue of the reasons French officials are placing so much emphasis in private about a visit
by Nixon is that they expect Nixon will make Paris the first
stop on a European tour.
They see in ths a sign that
Nixon might alter the long-standing
"special relationship" between
London and Washington which has
bedeviled America's relations with
De Gaulle.
The sources recalled the practice since World War n for a
new U.S. president to consult first
with the British prime minister
before meeting other allies. They
say they understand Nixon - In
a significant change - has discouraged British Prime Minister
Harold Wilson from flying to Washington before the President's
European visit.
Recently De Gaulle has asked for
a Big Four session on the task
of restoring peace between the
Arabs and the Israelis.

More about

Culture Week'
(Continued from page 1)
rights and anti-poverty leader
spoke Monday evening, discussing
black power.,
The "Black Culture Week" committee describes It as, "an attempt
to create an awareness and understanding of black culture In white
America."

for your Valentine give
the gift with a message
Now something special. Something different
and new for him, for her. Choose frorn a total
line of Wells "I Am Loved" gift-giving ideas.
Fragrances from $4.50 to $15.00, jewelry
from $3.50 to $12.50. Top off your message
with that lovely little button. It's free, and
says a lot, too.

Other proposals that have been
suggested by the committee Include
animal care and radio-active waste
disposal programs.
With the sharing of these research facilities, the committee
hopes to establish a truly co-operative graduate program.
The committee, which will hold
WASHINGTON - A prominent Republican senator joined the Senate Democratic leadership yesterday In renewing efforts to deny funds for the Its next meeting In mid-February,
at Toledo, Dr. Al Foster, dean of
multlbllllon-dollar antlballlstlc missile defense system.
Sen. Sherman Cooper (R-Ky.) expressed confidence that President graduate studies at Toledo UniNixon, In reviewing the nation's defense policies, will consider the versity, and Dr. Charles A. Leonw,
ABM's feasibility as well as "political and human arguments against dean of the Graduate School.
Dr. Leone Is a noted taxonomlst
It deployment."

Republican joins Democrats

WANT TO VOTE?
Join The BGSU Young Republicans
In This Statewide,Nonpartisan Drive To
Obtain Signatures On A VOTING AGE
PETITION!! Any Student Interested In The
Workings Of The YR's
Can Receive
INFORMATION. Also, Look For The
Young Republican Table In Your Dorm
TONIGHT!!!
7:30 - 8:30
Conklin
West
Founders

8:30 - 9:30
North
East

9:30 - 10:30
Kohl
Prout

n

uers

JEWELRY STORE

125 N. Main
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Grads pick topics
The steering committee of the
It may be decided that a graduate
Graduate Student Senate has recom- student representative be placed on
mended several topics for con- the Board of Trustees of every
sideration by the Senate, including state university.
the draft, the Interim Code, and
There Is also a problem of gainvoting membership on the Board of
Trustees.
The steering committee, consisting of six individuals elected by
the 28-member senate makes decisions concerning the topics to be
"A Case of Libel," described by
discussed
at
the
regularly
broadway critics as "tense and
scheduled meeting.
To be discussed is the draft stirring," will be the University
attraction
Thursday
status of graduate students and Theatre
possible guarantees that upon re- through Saturday.
The play Is based on an episode
turn from service, a student would
still have a position at the Univer- in Louis Nlzer's best selling book,
"My Life in Court."
sity.
"A Case of Libel" is a play of
The University Interim Code may
trial of a man's
also be ^reviewed to see that grad- the serious
uate students' Interests will be reputation and his integrity, with
some strong comments made on
represented.
Also recommended will be a Important matters in our time.
Reserve seats are available for
discussion about the elimination of
foreign language examinations for $1 and 25 cents for children at
the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
graduate students.

Case of Libel'
begins tomorrow

lng access to the study carrels
and lockmobiles in the Library. The
committee agreed that the "first
come, first served" basis Is unfair and doctoral degree candidates
should be given first priority.
The committee objected to the
fact that faculty members have
books out the entire quarter and
don't have to pay fines, making it
difficult to obtain certain books.
The Graduate Student Senate,
which is comparable to the Faculty
senate in its functions, consists
of one representative from each
academic department.
The steering committee consists
of representatives on the following
University committees:
Robert
Stout, Graduate Council; Richard
Setter, Academic Council; Paul
Lewis, President's Advisory Council;
Ronald Ruble, Faculty Ad
Hoc Committee for the Interim
Code; Marian Stephan, recording
secretary; and Wlllard McCartney,
Library Advisory Committee.

r

k

G «« newspaper
to arrive Monday
Tom Temple, president of Interfraternity Council announced Monday night that "Greek Horizons,"
a newspaper concerning Greek life,
will be distributed on campus next
Monday.
Other
activities
concerning
Greeks discussed at the meeting
Included the non-deferred rush system, the creation of a " Best Greek
House" trophy, the Initiation of a
Greek Hall of Fame, and the election of adviser to the Interfraternlty Pledge Council.
Concerning the present nondeferred rush system, members
of the council will draw up a report covering its results in relationship to first quarter grades, and
submit it at the next meeting.
The creation of a "Best Greek
House" trophy will be based on a
new social policy. Thio policy
will Involve improvement In the
fraternity as a whole in such areas
of scholastics, athletics and the

various phases ot social programming. Both IFC and Panhellenlc
Council will award a trophy to the
best fraternity and sorority.
Anteans, the Greek men's honorary society, plans to initiate a
Greek Hall of Fame to recognize
for outstanding achievement alumni
who have been past fraternity members. Each fraternity will submit
one name, and a member will be
chosen from these. He will be
announced during Greek week.
The council elected Tom Glennon,
of Sigma Nu social fraternity, as
adviser to the IFPC.
IFC will also, in conjunction with
Student Council, Investigate rent
and lease policies for students In
off-campus housing. In addition,
the tentative publication of a new
summer rush booklet, and the purchase of athletic equipment with
Conklln Hall for fraternity members and residents, were discussed.

More about

Brazil students

(Continued from page 1)
ana Program," said Dr. Nordstron.
For two years, American students have also visited Parana.
Ashley Brown, a 1968 graduate
took part In the program Its first
year. No Bowling Green students
visited Brazil the second year.
While in Brazil last year, American students stayed In Brazilian homes where the host families
tried to give them a better understanding of life in Parana.
The students were divided Into
three groups and sent to the cities of Jacarezlnho, Londrlna, and
Marlnga.
They attended lectures and classes and visited coffee plantations,
industries, social clubs, schools,
and other sites of Interest during
their stay.
Dr. Nordstrom is vice-chair-

man of the statewide executive
committee which hopes to stimulate development of more such activities.
He said he favors Interest in a
partner city for Bowling Green.
Dr. Nordstrom suggested a three
point program possible under this
type of partnership. It could include a four-year scholarship from
the University to a Brazilian student, development of a relationship between area high schools and
Brazilian high schools, and development of a relationship between the Bowling Green Rotary
Club and the Kotary Club In a
Brazilian city.
So far, Cleveland Heights and
Columbus are the only Ohio cities
with partner - cities In Brazil.
Their partners are Marlnga and
Curitlba, the capital of Parana.

He's our Delta Gamma man:

RON
RICE
Anchor Man 1969

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT

STERLING

QUANTITIES

GRADE A

LARGE EGGS

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Jamous Jor Jreshness!

STEELING

Kfn\uek\t fried C^lckn
1020 N. Maine St.
phone aheoi (or large orders 354-8905

Sorry, HomrDelivery No longer Available

■■■■■HMHMMRI
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4:00 Wednesday
OPEN FORUM ON CODE
Lecture Hall
of Education Bldg .
RM 105
TOPICS PRESENTED
BY COMMITTEE
OBJECTIVE

PHILOSOPHY
The University Code In a way IS the university .... In Its rules and
judicial procedures a basic relationship between faculty, administration
and students Is reflected.

General sentiments or feelings for this

relationship come In all shades. The concrete reality Is In documents
such as the Code.

CHANGES IN THE
FOLLOWING AREAS
PROPOSED:
* Due Process

In the Interim Code, brought up by the Administration In the Fall
Quarter, this relationship tends to the concept of the Administration as a
parent or moral authority.

...The Interim University Code|
is too long and it is a negative
document. It is defensive and
apologetic. Our objective is a
code that reflects a freer, more|
open atmosphere.

The student Is given power that may be

revoked if in the judgment of Administration It Is Improperly used. The
student Is given discretion In certain aspects of his life at the University,
as long as he stays In line.

* University Judicial System
* Suspension and Expulsion
* University Control of
Off-Campus Activity
* Housing Policy

But the line Is defined by the administration. Basically, administrators are necessary and Important in the University structure. But they
are technicians--a technical elite.

Their job Is essentially concerned

with finance, with coordination, with planning.

They become money-

oriented--the University Is seen as a management situation. We see the
University as a social situation, as a learning situation, as a growing
situation.

Our positions may seem extreme and negative, but they are

In fact strong positive assertions. The University can and must be more
than a factory with thousands of human beings as the products. The

* Demonstrations and Civil
Disobediance
* Confidentiality of Students'
Records
^University Dress Regulation
* Registration of Speakers

University has a tremendous potential that can never be realized as
long as administrative decrees go by the board unchallenged. This is
not to say that administrators are bad, simply that because of their
position they seem to lose their orientation. Just as a seemingly nice
person can also be an unconscious racist, so can the most well meaning
administrator unconsciously operate on an assumption of the student-asnigger.

^University Social Regulation
*Riot Act
* Moral Regulations

^Alcohol

_
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More about
(Continued from page 1)
The office of Standards and Procedures would comprise the sixth
level and serve a grad Jury function of channeling cases Into other
courts. The make-up of the office
would be changed to include a
student and a member of the counseling center, along with two administrators.
The main purpose of this restructuring Is to provide definite
legal steps for students, and to
bring the Judicial system under
more pervasive student influence.
In the position paper, the Committee states, "Implied in the tone
of the Interim Code there is a
basic assumplon of student incompetence, that the University Judicial system In their own way as
long as they stay In line.
"We feel that this Is a negative,
unhealthy attitude, frustrating to
students and damaging to the University.
Hopefully, an administrator Is part of a technical
elite, hired to assist in technical
aspects of the University. But
this committee concedes nq moral
elite."
Power of suspension eliminated
The new code would eliminate
the power of the vice president
of student affairs to suspend any
student who has been accused of
violating a municipal, state, or
federal law while his case Is
pending.
The position paper states that
no student should be expelled for
non-academic reasons without Judicial due process and the exhaustion of all appeals.
In the area of off-campus activity, the committee has recommended that no student should be
hied responsible for what he does

New student code

off campus, and should not be subject to additional penalties for
violations of municipal, state, or
federal law.
In housing, the new code states
that students under 21 years of
age may be required to live In
University housing unless excused
by their parents or guadlans, and
that students not required to live
in University housing should have
the option of signing a yearly or
a quarterly contract.
Demonstrations and civil disobedience are viewed tolerantly
by the committee with no legal
sanctions explicitly stated.
The position paper states: "Acts
of civil disobedience on the part of
students will be looked upon at the
outset as unforunate errors of
Judgment and therefore excellent
opportunities for the University
to demonstrate leadership in keeping with Its educational mission."
Also Included In the civil disobedience section Is a statement
that no legal authorities will be:
called until a warning has been
Issued and University officials
have made an effort to persuade
the student of the "error of their
activity."
Confidentiality of student records would be guaranteed in the
revised code by allowing records
to be collected or released only
with the knowledge and consent of
the student Involved, along with the
student having the right to review
his records at any time.
Dress, social regulations
eliminated

Dress regulations would not be
Included In the new code. The position paper describes them as a
"curious anachronism."
Social regulations also would

<We Written Jinn
TONIGHT!!!
OLD TIME MOVIES
8:00 & 10:00

Stay right there

be eliminated. The committee
again used the argument of the administration not being a moral elite
when It comes to handling down
regulations.
The revised code also provides
for no registration of speakers
on campus, the elimination of the
riot act which defines three people
as a riot, and no regulations on
the possession of alcoholic beverages, except those provided by
the laws of the state.
Moral regulations are treated
differently In the revised code,
with the position paper referring
Immoral exhibition, indecent expousre and obscenity as matters of
FOR SALE

either "sick behavior or personal
taste."
The obsence literature regulation would provide only the maximum penalty of reprimand, not
of record, which means the offending person would be told not
to do it again.
At Thursday's Council meeting
the only objections aired are In
the areas of suspension and the
Judicial system.
Commuter representative
Robert Mlchalskl said he thought
the vice president of student affairs should retain his discretionary powers because he could use
them to benefit an individual stu-

FOR RENT
WANTED:
Roommate to share
Delux Apt. In Stadium view Grad,
Faculty, Staff Member only. Fully
Furnished. Call Mr. Gibson eil.
3881.

your Lavallerlng-Krlsty.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

CongratulaUons Dickie Bird and
Doggy on your Lavallerlng 4th
Floor West.

Congrats Dickie and Doggie on your
lavallerlng. Sandy.

Sock-lt-to 'em Jane Reevel New
Alpha XI Delta acUve. Love-Turd,
Messymaker, Bean and Blah.

Swan Clubbera-To '.he Gate! Get
high for the Swan Club Show-May
2,3,4.

Wednesday-4:00-Student Services
Bulldlng-Open Forum Discussion
of Student CouncU's Proposed Revision of the Interim University
Code. Attend and let your RepresentaUves know your opinions.

Gamma Phi's Say Congrats to their
new "Cherub" Kathy, Sherrla,
Sara, and Terrl.

Hay) Conklln-It's snowing-Ashley.

KING MICHAEL COLQUITT: Another Happy Anniversary. Queen
Karen.

Anyone Interested In Student Teaching fall quarter 1969-70 In Canton,
Ohio, contact Pat 203 ProuL ext.
Jlg1
;_
Congratulations Brother RandySlster Smith.
MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR
YOUR FRATERNITY & SORORITY TEAS UPSTAIRS AT THE CI
NOWI ONLY A FEW FRIDAY'S
i SATURDAYS LEFT BEFORE
QUARTER BREAK.
Kappa Delta are sure proud of
their House Boy. Pat, congratulations on you Phi ADA Sigma
Initiation.
A—Sml-skllled Sweetheart, Gwen.
Sister Smth.

For Rent House Trallor $125 per
month. Furnished 60 x 12'. Call
352-8818.

Trent-A roony-Congrats on making D.U. Debl Mel sony.

LOST AND FOUND

Alpha Chi says: Good Luck, Falconsl

LOST: One pair Tortoise SheU
glasses In case near Ice Arena
or Union. CALL John 306 Rodgers. Reward.

Tracye-To my out standing pledgle of Alpha Phi-Congrats Big
love-Peg.

LOST: Diamond Engagement Ring

iris and Joe:

Congratulations on

SUMMER JOBS

WE DELIVER

Alpha Chl's-Thanks for a great
time Saturday. The Zeebs.

Conklln we hear you have some
new Mall "Men".
Stlckmen--Go nuts--Win:
Conklln How did you like your Milk
Bones?
Congrats to our Alpha Phi Actives
D.N.P. From S., T., C, N., L.,
* D.
A band Beer, and you. It was
really (Phi) Mu-VIng—Thanks for
coming to our tea--sig Eps.
See the Greatest Guys on campusGo the Hockey Games:
PosUe:
lavaller
Detroit.

Congratulations on your
to Jim.
Get High for
Your Roomie, Frog.

Happy 19th ii-ii, Pants check-Big
Connie and Little Barb.

FRI. L SAT. 1-8 the PLACE TO
GO theC.I., FREE JUKE- NO DOOR
CHARGE-HAPPY HOUR PRICESPLUS SURPRISE TIME AT 3:30
BOTH DAYS.
Phi Mu Sea: Swimmers give the
broncos the bends!
Alpha Chi says: Take a weekend
off! Support the Falcons at Miami.
Gamma Phi Littles-Thanx for the
paddles, we're lovln' em'! Your
Bigs.
Brother Randy, CongratulaUons on
your Phi Ada Sigma Initiation your
Kappa Delt Sisters-in-law.

Campus calendar

Thousands of certified jobs
Nationwide at high pay resorts. Room and board furnished. Good tips. Fun jobs
for a pleasant summer. In
resort areas. Mileage chart
applications, helpful hints on
getting the job you want included in 1969 Student Resort Employment Directory
$2 Postpaid from:
Publishers, Box I5676.T
Tulsa, Oklahoma 741 15.

Gamma Phi's
Say:

Back
Hockey!

Address

State

Show your school Splrlt-BACK
HOCKEY!

around Founders, Debby 211 Lowry.

Dependable Typist needed for Master's Student Call 353-4313 after
5 p.m.

STADIUM B1EW APTS, CLOUGH
ST. EXT. OPPOSITE BG STADIUM, BG'S FINEST NEW APT.
COMMUNITY. Exceptionally large
1-2-3
bedroom
suites.
I 1/2
-2 baths, fully carpeted, fully air
cond., swimming pool and cable
T. V., patios I balconies. Rentals
from 1140 Includes all utUlUes except electricity. Immediate occupancy In Phase 1, accepting applications for fall occupancy In
Phase 2. MODELS OPEN 7DAYS
A WEEK. Resident Manager on
duty 10a.m. to 8 p.m. For INFORMATION CALL 352-5088,
BATES AND SPRINGER, INC.,
MANAGERS.

Cily

Wish I could sleep with an elephant
named Charlie.

classifieds

Eplphone Electric Guitar—case,
tvo pick-ups with separate volume
and tone controls, AMP-30 watts,
$250— «xt. 2279-Tom.

Name
We want you to enjoy your pizza so we'll
bring it to you, no need to tire yourself by
walking here. Our trucks are only minutes
away from you - our pizzas only minutes
from the oven. All you do is call

dent as well as suspend him.
The Judicial structure was criticized by both Tom Temple, IFC
president, and Beatrice Smith.
AWS president, because they
claimed the system of appeal, with
Student Court handling appeals from
their Judicial systems, would violate the autonomy of their organizations as contained in their grant
of powers.
An open forum on the proposed
revision of the code will be held
at 4 p.m. In the Lecutre Hall of
the Education Building with hall
students Invited to attend and voice
their opinions on the new student
proposals.

Zip

fap*r airplane*

FOLK MUSIC CLUB
Will meet at 8 tonight In the
Alumni Room.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Will hold an open forum to discuss Student Council's proposed
revision of the Interim University
Code, at 4 p.m. today In the Student Services Building.
ZETA BETA TAU
Will hold a fee Increase forum/
rally at 4 p.m. tomorrow, on the
front steps of University Hall. Bad
weather: Student Services Bldg.
SKI CLUB
Will meet In the Ice Arena Lounge
at 6 p.m. Thursday. Key pictures
will be taken and the Grosstal
balance will be due.
UP WITH PEOPLE
Will practice at 7:30 p.m., tomorrow In 400 Moseley Hall.

mfo fa school of erf

The

BLACK CULTURE WEEK
Will feature a discussion at 4
p.m. today on the 2nd floor lounge
of the Student Services Bldg.
At 8 p.m. "A Time for Burning" will be shown on Channel
70, WBGU-TV followed at 10 p.m.
by student-led discussions In the
TV lounges of the residence halls.

TONIGHT!!

m PAWNBROKER
^^■^^

PAGUAlS
353-1444"
or
1004 S. Main St.
352-5177
FREE DELIVERY

105 Hanna -- 7-9:30 pm Showing

UCF

Ticket* at Union and U. Hall

PRESENTS

IMPLOSION 1969
A Series Of Fine Films
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Winners circle

Not a chance Western

By GARY DAVIS
Falcons as some kind of a turnSports Editor
Western Michigan Is a colorful ing point is pompous and the
must be flattering thembasketball team, and a not so gra- Broncos
selves. The idea of turning points
cious winner.
MAC title race is
They have a varied attack sprin- In this 1968-69
a belabored and dull
kled with the outside shooting of becoming
Joel Voelkert, and Ray Schlaff and issue.
The Broncos already had their
the inside work of Gene Ford and
Earl Jenkins. They also have a first turning point after toppling
sparkplug named Ellis Hull who's the then undefeated (M\c games)
and surely this would have
role Is to Ignite their offense after Miami,
sent them splraling toward the top.
a cold start.
These Broncos who barely es- Kent had their night against BG
caped with their seventh win Sat- and even upset the Rockets in Toand there was no stopping
urday night, are confidently call- ledo,
ing the win a turning point. They them.
That Is, until Miami came to
are Inviting all comers and preKent
over the weekend.
dicting a second place finish.
Bowling Green even made their
"We still think we are alive,"
move with a tingling one point
said coach Sonny Means, "four win
over Toledo, and this had to
losses is not to many to win If
be a shot In the arm. Marshall
we get help."
That help didn't come when
Miami toppled Kent, so the Broncos
will lower their sites toward second place. Forward Gene Ford
emphasized the Importance of the
second place finish for the Broncos.
"It means a possible NIT trip and
It's a matter of pride."
"I feel we are alive as long as
we are playing people,'' said Means.
But to Imagine this win over our
Mean*

couldn't buy this and garnered their
own turning point with a four overtime win over those same Falcons.
Exit one team's momentum and
enter another.
Why even Toledo made a turn-about when they blasted Western.
With their troubles behiag them the
path was clear to the title they
were picked to win.
Let's face It, there is no turning point in this season.
The team that becomes the NCAA
entrant will have weathered the
breaks, made their breaks, won on
the road, lost on the road, won at
home, and lost at home. There Is
no pattern to this title.
Despite the dominant two-way
race that has developed between
Miami and Ohio University, this
league is matched from seventh to
first. Even Bowling Green with a
2-4 ledger, Is only 14 points away
from the plnacle they sought to
defend this season.
There has been nothing shabby
about that defense.
"The teams of this league are
on the verge of becoming good
teams, because they are not senior
dominated, and have been playing
good outside competition," said Bob
Conlbear.

DRAWING
CROWDS-Falcon captain Dick Rudgers (52) draws a
crowd against Western here in Gene Ford (25), Earl Jenkins (45)
and Ellis Hull (22).
(Photo by Larry Nighswander)

Freshmen cagers plagued by slow
starts in losing seven encounters

Tankers smash Loyola 60-44
It's been an uphill fight for the
swimming team since the season
began back In December.
The Falcons have been struggling
to regain their numbers since that
Ume. They approached this level
before being stripped of two senior
lettermen prior to the Loyola
match.
Despite the losses the BG tankers
powered to an easy 6-44 win over
the visiting Ramblers. It was the
first win of the season for the
swimmers now 1-2-1.
Head coach Tom Stubbs was forced
to suspend veterans Sandy Kennedy
and Mike Schoenhals one match for
breaking training, but the Falcons
still went on to grab eight firsts
on the 12 event card. Bill Zeeb
was the only double winner.
"I think we had a strong match,
and I'm not disappointed with anyone's performance," said Stubbs,
"the guys didn't let this other
thing get them down."
Stubbs considered the performances of Frank Mutz and Phil
Watson as bright spots in the match.

Wrestlers end
slump at MU
OXFORD, O. - Bowling Green's
wrestling team was supposed to be
weak In the 191 and heavyweight
classes, but the last two Falcon
matmen came through with hardfought victories to give the Falcons
(6-4-1) a 16-16 tie with Miami
(2-2-1) here at Wlthrow Court Saturday afternoon.
Miami, the defending MAC
champs, led 16-7 with only three
matches to go, but Butch Falk,
Art Cross, and Bill Maloof met
the challenge with two successive
decisions worth three points each.
For Bruce Bellard's squad, the tie
meet was not only a great comeback In itself, but also a remarkable rebound from the 27-3 loss
to Toledo earlier In the week.
The Rockets had been beaten 1816 by the Redskins already.
Maloof, who Just recently rejoined the team after an Injury,
overcame his physical unreadiness
and the pressure, to get a nearpin on Greg Ware, and then held
on for a 3-1 win. Cross, In a bodythrowing contest with Chris Ferry
at 191, prevailed 2-0 to set the stage
for Maloof's heroics.
Falk, who had been wrestling
well In losing causes at 191, showed
what he can do closer to his true
weight with a 5-1 win over Kip
Keller, which also included a near
pin by Butch.
George Klrkwood was the only
BG winner before Falk although
Dave Weilnau (137) and Bill Nuclos
(167) wrestled to draws. Klrkwood
(8-1-2) disposed of another MAC
130 pounder with a hard-earned 6-1
decision over Darryl Beacher In an
Impressive exhibition of the wrestling fundamentals.

•.-.;.•.'.

V.-M

Mutz grabbed another first place
In the 1000 yard freestyle lowering his Ume to 11:05.4, while Watson slipped Into the top spot In
the butterfly. Watson made his
first appearance of the season after
being sidelined with a back Injury.
Zeeb with victories In the 200
yard freestyle (1:49.9) and 500
(5:06.7), Tom Nelnhuls In the 200
backstroke, and Tom Williams In
the 200 breaststroke rounded out
the list of firsts, In swimming
events.
Tom Walter who emassed 195.8
points paced a 1-2 sweep of the
diving, followed closely by teammate John Olllla 195.5.
Bowling Green is still suffering
In the short freestyle sprints and
managed only single places In the

It's been a lean year for the
Falcon freshmen cagers, and prospects aren't bright for the future.
The fledgling Falcons recently
events.
Jim Lehmann tallied a
dropped a 85-66 decision to Desecond In the 50 year freestyle. troll
and a 96-81 contest to conHe was the only Falcon to place
ference
foe Western Michigan. This
In the 100 with a third place.
stretches their loss record to seven
The Falcons copped the first In
eight outings, their only win
relay but dropped the final event
(400 freestyle relay) by a large coming over the Alumni.
"There are only glimmers of
margin.
hope
at best," said a soft speak"We Just ran out of gas," said ing coach
John Piper.
coach Stubbs, "but when you're
first year frosh tutor talked
ahead entering the last event by a of The
good practices throughout the
large margin, it's hard to get someweek prior to gamos, but this only
one up for It."
heightens the frustration when the
Kennedy and Schoenhals are back final
buzzer is sounded.
with the team and are expected to
"Right off the hat we get down
swim with the squad Saturday a- 10-12
points, and from then on It's
galnst Western Michigan.
an
uphill
battle all the way," said
The Falcons will seek to even Piper. "We
have to gamble then
their record at 2-2-1 against the and they get the cheap one on us."
Broncos at Kalamazoo. The hosts
The freshman cagers spend most
are considered one of the league's of the 40 minutes of game time
top contenders for the title, but im- erasing early leads.
proved BG performances leave the
"I'm at a loss to find out how
Falcons optimistic about the match.
to get these guys to play well
right off," said Piper, "I've been
coaching 11 years and I've tried
everything I know."
Piper emphasizes the importance
a recommendation was made that an
additional black man be added to of the running game for his squad,
the Athletic Department staff as and reasons that they must get off
to a good start to be effective.
soon as possible.
Much as the varsity, the players
"No further action was taken."
Miller was suspended Friday by are very Intent upon winning and
coach Nichols for refusing to at- it's affecting their level of play.
tend a political science class. It The freshmen become so Intent
was learned that hecut one session they feel a higher Individual reeach week of four. He appealed sponsibility and attack their task in
with four other black athletes and that manner.
"They get tunneled vision, conRon Warwick, assistant professor
of education to lift the suspension. centrating on only their man and
forget about the team job on deJohn Rudley, Jim Miller (team fenense," said Piper.
members); Mel Tucker (co-captaln
of '68 footbaU team); and John
Brisker (ex-player) were present
to appeal for Bob Miller.
The board felt that lifting the
suspension would be at the expense of a head coach or athletic
director Frank Lauterbur.
"As Nichols' Immediate superior, I support the decision of the
coach I hired. If I didn't back
up the decision of a coach, there
wouldn't be another coach whoever
would want to work for me," said
Lauterbur who sat in on the conferences.

TU athletic board backs Nichols
TOLEDO - Head basketball coach
Bob Nichols received the backing
of the University Athletic Board of
Control Monday In the suspension
of Negro player Bob Miller.
The board met for 7 1/2 hours
Monday at which time they held
separate conferences with five
Negro athletes and with coach Nichols.
The official
statement of the
board is as follows:
"The Athletic
Board of Control
today (Monday)
held
separate
meetings with
five black athletes and with
basketball coach
Bob Nichols
concerning the
suspension
of
Nichols
Bob Miller from the University's
basketball team. No action was
taken.
"As a result of the discussion,

NOW!

Thru Ties
Feb. 11

The possible key to snapping
problems Is acquiring a leader.
"We lack a holler guy, or any
real leaders," bemoaned Piper.
"It's hard to get started at the
beginning without this sparkplug
type of player."
Big Lewayne Nenson who tops the
freshmen In scoring Is the man
the frosh team looks to for this
spark. "He's kind of silent on
the floor," said Piper, "It's hard
for him to fill this role, but he's
making strides toward It."
Pacing the freshman squad are
Henson and guard Aaron Smith, a
pair of fine prospects for the future, and Piper cites them as examples of another problem. Piper
is bringing Henson along at forward
and Smith at guard. He admits
that Wayne would probably be at
center and Smith at forward if the
sole objective of the frosh team was
to win.
"These would be the positions if
our aim was to win at all cost,"
said Piper, "But both Wayne and
Aaron are being prepared In the
positions that they are hoping to
fill In the future.
To develop
their talents at new positions."
"Their goal Is beyond this season," said Piper, as Is the goal
of a freshman basketball team.
Winning just enhances the learning
task.
"It's harder to lose when you're
giving it all you got, and these
guys have never let down," continued Piper, "overall I don't think
losing will affect the top notch players that much but It could discourage the remainder not to work
hard during the summer, and toward
varsity Jobs and tryouts next fall."
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Joy or blood bath
in Czechoslovakia
predicted by Gergely
Anthony K. Gergely, a graduate assistant in the College of Business Administration commented, "The people' of Czechoslovakia
are determined to get their freedom, whether the Russians give It
to them >r not. 1 wouldn't be surprised if there was great joy or a
blood bath In Czechoslovakia by the end of February."
Gergely, whose family has Its background In Czeclioslovakla, decided to find out what was going on in that country first hand. He
made his first trip there In 19G4, and has returned four times
since then.
lie majored In economics at the University of Pittsburgh and
his Interests lie mainly with the economic aspects of the Czechoslovaklan crisis.
Gergely said first we must understand why the USSR will not
grant Czechoslovakia Its freedom, and, according to him, economics
Is the answer. "Of all the communist bloc countries, Czechoslovakia
Is the most advanced technologically, Industrially, and culturally."
Gergely described the Industrial importance of Czechoslovakia.
"In 1918, Czechoslovakia was carved out of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. Czechoslovakia amounted to 35 per cent of the great empire. This 35 percent Inherited over 75 per cent of the Industry,"
said Gergely.
According to him, Russia without Czechoslovakia would be like
cutting the Mid-west industrial heart out of the United States.
"75 per cent of all the machines the USSR needs, the Slovaks
can make In their own country," commented Gergely.
He feels the people of Czechoslovakia are morally depressed and
their Initiative has been stifled. He said the people don't want to
have any connection with the USSR, England, or the United States.
He said the peoples' hearts are In the West, but their bodies are in
the East. "They don't want to be a second America, they want to be
a first Czechoslovakia," he added.
Upon returning from his latest trlptoCzechoslovaklaon January 6,
he described the atmosphere of the country as tense. "It's like walking on a humid day when any minute you know the thunder Is going
to break loose and there is going to be a downpour."
"Last month two people set themselves on fire to protest the Russian occupation. You know they believe in something to do this,"
commented Gergely. "The youth of the country have had their first
taste of freedom; the youth of America are choking on it," he added.
The youth and labor of Czechoslovakia have made a declaration
to the extent of if anything every happens to their leaders there
would be a complete shutdown of all labor activities In the country.
"The students will follow the workers and the workers will follow
the students," said Gergely.
He stated the people of Czechoslovakia realize the "wheels of
justice" turn slowly and eventually they will get their country
back. "I have never seen such dedication In my life," he commented.
"The people want to be politically free," he said. "They don't
want us or any other country to help them." If we tried to help
them, they would be even more worse off, according to Gergely.
He said the major strategy is passive resistance. He gave examples of the young Czech's turning street signs around and
changing signs on buildings when the Russians came to talk to
Czechoslovaklan officials.
"The Slovaks love Americans," saldGergely. He cited an example
of when the Czechs learned of the success of the Appollo flight, they
came up to him and congratulated him for being an American.
He said the people don't understand why Americans are allowed to
protest and tear down their country. He said the opposite Is going on
In Czechoslovakia.
The people cannot be put down In Czechoslovakia, according to
Gergely. "If the people are put back Into slavery, there will be a
tremendous uprising. The people will fight with sticks and stones
if they have to," he conmented.
Comparing the students of America to the students in Czechoslovakia, he said, "They are looking down the barrel of a cannon while
American students are looking down the barrel of a beer bottle."
"The Russians won the Invasion, " he concluded, "but they didn't
win peace."
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